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Abstract: Context: Regional differences in the prevalence of Multiple Sclerosis (MS) have been reported with higher
rates in rural areas.
Purpose: Using hospital admission data from eight counties in Ohio (1999 to 2004), we described the pattern of
admissions for MS patients and examined the rural/urban differences.
Methods: Adjusted admission rate ratios (ARR) for rural regions were calculated using Poisson regression models.
Findings: The estimated admission rate was 70 per 100,000 in 1999 and increased to 90 per 100,000 in 2004 (p<0.0001).
A significant association between degree of urbanization and MS admission rates was found with higher rate in rural area
(ARR=1.23, 95% CI 1.17-1.35) and in female (ARR=2.45, 95% CI 2.37-2.54).
Conclusions: Admission rate for MS is increasing and rural residence is associated with higher hospitalization rate.
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INTRODUCTION
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a neurodegenerative disease
characterized by inflammation of the central nervous system
due to the action of the immune system [1]. It mostly affects
young adults aged 20 to 40 years, and in developed
countries, MS is a major non-traumatic cause of neurological
disability for this age group [2].
The exact number of people with MS in the United States
is not known. Published estimates range between 250,000
and 350,000 patients with MS diagnosed by a physician [3].
Data from the National Health Interview Survey provided a
prevalence estimate of 85 per 100,000 for the period 1989 to
1996. A 50% increase was observed in the number of
women reporting MS for 1991 through 1994 compared to an
earlier estimate for 1982 through 1986 [4]. Recent review
indicates that almost one in 1,000 people in the United States
have MS [5].
Little is known about the aetiology of MS.
Epidemiological studies suggest that increased risk may be
related to an interaction between genetic predisposition and
several environmental factors. Among these are infectious
agents, radiation, occupational exposures, nutritional factors,
smoking, and exposure to organic solvents [6-10].
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Considerable worldwide variation in the occurrence of MS
according to latitude has been reported with an increasing
south to north gradient in the northern hemisphere [11]. In
Australia, increased prevalence rates in a southerly direction
were observed across the continent [12, 13]. However,
significant differences were reported between urban and rural
regions within the same latitude and with significantly higher
prevalence rates in rural areas [14-16].
In this study, we describe the pattern of hospital
admissions for MS patients in selected counties in Ohio and
investigate the urban/rural differences.
METHODS
Approval for the study was obtained from University of
Toledo Institutional Review Board. We examined Hospital
discharge data from 1999-2004 for residents in eight
counties in Ohio. These counties are Cuyahoga, Franklin,
Hamilton, Lucas, Mahoning, Montgomery, Portage, and
Wood.
Data included date of admission, primary (MS-P) and
secondary diagnoses (MS-S), length of stay, sex, date of
birth, city of residence and zip code. We identified patients
diagnosed with MS based on the International Classification
of Diseases Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9CM) codes. To be included in the analysis, a patient had to
have the primary diagnosis for admission or any of the 14
diagnoses recorded as ICD-9 code 340. Due to the limited
number of MS cases before age 18, we examined only
admissions for adults (age 18 years). Multiple admissions
for the same patient in a given year were identified by
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matching the patient’s birth date, gender and zip code for
that particular year.
Population data for cities in the selected counties was
obtained from the 2000 census (Bureau of the Census). Data
on the number of MS patients living in northern Ohio was
obtained from the National Multiple Sclerosis Society
(Northwestern Ohio Chapter, Ohio Buckeye Chapter).
We used the Bureau of the Census Urban and Rural
Classification system to classify cities into urban and rural
areas. Accordingly, rural areas were defined as territory,
population, and housing units located outside of urbanized
areas or urban clusters. Rural areas were defined as those
with fewer than 2,500 residents or areas where people live in
open country. The 2000 census population data for cities
were used as the denominator for rates estimation for the
duration included in this study. For each city, demographic
data on racial composition, median family income, and level
of education were retrieved from the 2000 census.
Data Analysis

Table 2.

Characteristics of the MS Subjects Included in the
Analysis
Number

Rate Per 100,000

P-Value

0.0001

Gender
Male

4124

50

Female

11265

110

Age Group
18-44

4849

50

 45

10540

120

0.0001

Residence

Annual admission rates were calculated for 1999-2004,
and reported as number of cases per 100,000 populations.
We compared the number of admissions, accounting for
multiple admissions, to the number of MS patients living in
the particular county. Comparisons of the demographic
variables and MS were performed using the Chi-square test.
Cochran-Armitage Trend Test was used to examine yearly
changes in admission rates.
We examined the relation between admission rates and
living in rural area using Poisson regression model. The
exponent of the estimated parameter () obtained from the
model was taken as an estimate of the admission rate ratio
(ARR). Adjusted ARR was calculated for age group, gender
and rural residence. All statistical analyses were performed
with SAS 9.1 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC). Values of p 
0.05 were considered significant.
RESULTS
Between 1999 and 2004, a diagnosis of MS was recorded
for 15,389 admissions (Table 1). Of these admissions, 3,467
had MS as the primary diagnosis. An upward trend in the
total number of admissions is obvious in the table. The
number of admissions have increased from 2228 in 1999 to
2805 in 2004 (p=0.001). Admission rates for MS as a
primary diagnosis ranged from 17 per 100,000 to 20 per
100,000 and with an average rate of 19 per 100,000.
Estimates for total admissions ranged from 70 per 100,000 to
90 per 100,000. The average rate was 82 per 100,000.
Table 1.

The distributions of admissions by demographic
variables are presented in Table 2. The admission rate was
higher in females (110 per 100,000 compared to 50 per
100,000 in males, p=0.0001). Admission rate for the older
age group (  45 years) was significantly higher than the
younger age group (18-44 years). The rate for rural residence
was significantly higher than urban residence.

Number of Hospital Admissions for MS Patients
from 1999 to 2004

Year

Number of Admissions
Primary Total

1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
Total

581
576
591
563
594
562
3467

2228
2373
2651
2644
2688
2805
15389

Rate per 100,000
Primary All
19
17
20
19
18
18
19

70
80
80
80
90
90
82

Urban

14276

80

Rural

1113

160

0.0001

Table 3 shows the results of the Poisson regression. A
small but significant increase was noted in the ARRs after
year 2001 (ARR=1.12, 95% CI, 1.09-1.16). The ARR for
female was 2.44 (95% CI 2.36-2.53). The ARR for older age
group was 2.45. Finally, the ARR for rural residence was
1.23 (95% CI 1.17-1.35).
Table 3.

Poisson Regression Model for Predictors of MS
Related Admissions
ARR

95% CI

Year
1999-2001
2002-2004

1
1.12

1.09-1.16

Gender
Male
Female

1
2.44

2.36-2.53

Age Group
18-44
 45

1
2.45

2.37-2.54

Residence
Urban
Rural

1
1.23

1.17-1.35

To estimate the number of MS patients in a particular
year, we removed multiple admissions for the same patients
in that year. In 1999, 1756 MS patients were admitted to
hospitals in the selected counties. The largest number was
from Cuyahoga County (34.6%). Over the years, there was
an increase in the number of MS patients and for all the
counties (Table 4).
DISCUSSION
In our analysis of data from eight counties in Ohio, the
estimated rate of admission for MS patients was 66 per
100,000. This estimate is within the range of rates reported
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from similar regions in the United States [17] and European
countries [18, 19] using population-based ascertainment.
However, the estimate is lower than MS prevalence rates
reported in the literature for similar region in the United
States [20], Canada [21], and United Kingdom [22]. The
number of MS patients identified in this study is lower than
the patients registered at the local Multiple Sclerosis Society.
Hospital admissions often underestimate the actual number
of MS cases in the community as it excludes patients who
are treated at the outpatient facilities. Moreover, the
likelihood of hospital admission for patient on diseasemodifying therapies is low during the relapse and
progression free observation period.
Table 4.

Number of Admissions with MS* for Selected
Counties in Ohio

County

Number of Admissions with MS
1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

Cuyahoga

608

654

767

719

791

768

Franklin

328

374

328

330

359

366

Hamilton

274

286

295

288

298

336

Lucas

188

158

199

212

228

224

Mahoning

76

105

135

137

145

134

Montgomery

181

177

186

205

245

202

Portage

53

48

54

53

61

55

Wood

48

41

42

46

57

65

Total

1756

1843

2006

1990

2184

2150

Rate per 100,000

57

60

66

65

71

70

*After eliminating multiple admissions for the same patient.

We found a higher hospital admission rate for MS in
females compared to males. This is similar to the findings of
other studies in the literature [4]. The higher rate in female
may reflect better survival with the disease [23] or some risk
factor specific to the female gender [24]. Although, the exact
mechanism for the gender influence on the susceptibility and
course of MS is largely unknown, increasing evidence
suggests that sex hormones play an important role in
susceptibility and progression of the disease [25-27].
The findings of our study suggest an association between
admission rates and residency in rural region. Higher
admission rates in rural areas may be due to higher comorbid
conditions, differential survival rates, confounding variables
or possibly risk factors associated with rural environment. It
is also possible that patients in the rural and urban areas
differ from each other in seeking medical care. There is some
evidence from the literature that patients tend to migrate
from rural area to city after the onset of the disease to be near
specialist clinics, and other supportive facilities [13]. One
study [28] reported a significantly larger proportion of
people with MS in urban areas had a neurologist as their
primary care physician. Moreover, a significantly lower
probability of seeing a neurologist was reported for people
who lacked health insurance, were poor, or lived in rural
areas [29]. Rural residents travel significantly greater
distances to receive MS-focused care than their urban
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counterparts do. Limited access to specialized care in rural
areas may result in restricted access to disease modifying
treatment. Thus, disease activity and course may be more
severe in patients in rural areas, which may cause higher
admission rates (e.g. for steroid treatment) or any secondary
reason due to more severe cases of the disease. Limited
availability of specialized care in rural areas, and greater
travel time and distance required to receive care from
specialists, may lead to higher admission rates in nearby
hospitals.
The aetiology of MS remains unknown. The leading
hypothesis is that MS occurs as the result of viral infection in
susceptible individuals [30]. Susceptibility could be related
to the route of transmission or to other age-related
covariates, or it may be hormonally mediated [31]. Recent
studies suggest that viral or bacterial infections or
reactivations may trigger clinical exacerbations in relapsingremitting MS [6, 32]. It is not clear whether infection(s)
triggers MS or whether elevated markers of infection are
secondary to the underlying inflammatory processes of the
disease. The possibility of infections stemming from animals
is higher in rural areas as the opportunity for contact with a
farm or raw farm products is increased. This is in line with
the mathematical models of MS proposed for communities
reporting high prevalence [33]. In a twin study [34], contact
with farm animals was found to be a significant
environmental variable contributing to MS. Higher
prevalence rate was reported when childhood is spent in rural
areas [35]. Moreover, higher prevalence of MS in farmers
and agricultural workers from the Northern Ireland register
of MS has been reported [36]. Therefore, the high admission
rates of MS in rural areas could be related to risk factors,
possibly infectious agents common in the rural environment.
Our study has several limitations that need to be taken
into consideration. The data only includes people who were
admitted to hospital and thus may not be representative of all
those with MS in that particular city or county. Only
approximately 30% of patients were admitted for MS as a
principal diagnosis and this may cause a bias to calculate any
prevalence rate. We focused on admission according to the
place of residence at the time of admission to the hospital.
However, this residence may not be the same residence at
younger age especially at the time when disease was likely
acquired. We did not have residential history for the
subjects. Finally, other confounding variables (such as race,
socioeconomic status, smoking, diet, vitamin D level,
ultraviolet light or other exposures etc.) cannot be excluded.
CONCLUSIONS
Our findings suggest that hospital admission rates for MS
patients are higher among women and in rural areas.
Estimate of MS prevalence based on hospital discharge data
underestimates the actual prevalence rate. The association
between hospital admission rates and residence in rural areas
warrant further study to improve care for MS patients.
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